The Dancer
Words and Music by RONNIE SANDERS

The dancer sweeps across the stage freed from deep inside her cage, She begins to swing and sway giving life to the play. From the wings her partner comes, lifting her up in his arms, He stoops to hold his graceful doe, then kneels down and reaches low. The two begin to move as one, jumping, prancing having fun! They lift and toss as if they knew each other's thoughts before they do.
Hours of practice pay off when they make the hardest jump again. They prepare to slow down when the dancing scene begins to end. With one huge leap and one strong toss the dancers make their final cross. She runs, he catches her in stride and spins around with graceful pride. The two stand proud with grace and poise, the crowd stands up with thunderous noise. The dancers bow with panting chests, they both know that they need a rest!